HELLO!

my name is

ALINA FABOZZI

web & graphic design extraordinaire (now with video!)

decembria.com » 845.820.5860 » ag.fabozzi@gmail.com

» a brief summary

I am an experienced web, graphic and video production designer. I specialize in designing responsive websites,
green screen video, and print. I have a driving passion to work with captivating visual design including
photography, motion graphics, 3D modeling and typography. My strength is working with a collaborative team
and a desire for constructive feedback to improve my style and skills.

» my skillset

» check me out on the web

I like to work with diﬀerent techniques and styles.
I combine my knowledge with varied software and
tools to achieve the perfect design.

View my online portfolio and get in touch with
me! The virtual extensions of myself represent the
range of my aesthetic and abilities.

ADOBE PHOTOSHOP » EXPERT LEVEL

EMAIL » AG.FABOZZI@GMAIL.COM

ADOBE INDESIGN » EXPERT LEVEL

PHONE » 845.820.5860

ADOBE DREAMWEAVER » ADVANCED LEVEL

PORTFOLIO » WWW.DECEMBRIA.COM

ADOBE PREMIERE PRO » ADVANCED LEVEL

LINKEDIN » WWW.LINKEDIN.COM/IN/ALINAFABOZZI

ADOBE AFTEREFFECTS » INTERMEDIATE LEVEL

FLICKR » WWW.FLICKR.COM/PHOTOS/AGFABOZZI/

PHOTOGRAPHY » INTERMEDIATE LEVEL
WORDPRESS PUBLISHING » INTERMEDIATE LEVEL

I am constantly updating my social media and
website with photos and graphic designs. I am
active on Codepen.io and Envato Marketplaces.

» my specialties
VIDEO PRODUCTION

HTML5 + CSS3

» my experience
2014-PRESENT » CORPORATE SYNERGIES

Responsible for all
web, graphic and
video content for
PRESIDENT’S CLUB group healthcare
AwardOUTSTANDING SERVICE broker.
winning
design
AWARD WINNER
and service.

2015

» the response corner, make your choice!

Expected Time To Read: 90 Seconds

DIGITAL ART

RESPONSIVE DESIGN

EDITORIAL DESIGN

references available upon request.
2008-PRESENT » FREELANCE

Creating websites, logos, blogs
and photo-manipulations for
locksmiths, opera singers and
jewelry
designers.
Ongoing
professional development by
learning new code for responsive
web design.

call or email
» 845.820.5860
» ag.fabozzi@gmail.com

2010-2012 » SACKS COMMUNICATIONS, INC.

Boutique PR firm in Brooklyn, NY.
Created large, high-volume offset
print designs for posters, brochures,
magazines, banners and brand
collateral. Meticulously followed
corporate brand guidelines to
maintain consistency in campaigns.

OR

put it in the recycling bin
» and thank you
for reading!

